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Abstract
It is generally assumed in International Relations that when a country suffers a loss (broadly defined) in an international conflict, its meaning is straightforward to its citizens. However, I argue how citizens “feel” about a loss can be subject to manipulation. Their sense of loss can be mitigated, and in some cases even reversed, through propaganda. Governments utilize what social psychologists call “social creativity strategies” to bolster their national in-group’s collective self-esteem. They “spin” a loss into something that feels less like a loss, even a win. I elaborate on ten such strategies: reversing the value associated with the loss; redirecting attention to another dimension of comparison with the adversary; to another out-group for more positive “downward” comparison; “blasting” at the adversary; portraying a loss as compliance with some desirable norms; re-categorizing the in-group “upward”; engaging the in-group in undue optimism; redirecting attention to past successes against the adversary; contextualizing a loss over a longer time-horizon; and blurring the identity boundary with the adversary. Metaphorically, I label these strategies altogether the “Ah Q” theory of loss management, after the title character in Lu Xun’s novella, The True Story of Ah Q. Empirically, I demonstrate how these strategies work with a number of anecdotes and a case study on the Chinese press’ response to Japan’s “nationalization” of the Diaoyu/Senkaku Islands in September 2012.
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